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THE WONDERFUL WORLD
OF JUMBY BAY
Kick off your shoes and relax in the
Caribbean’s finest hideaway resort.
Grand reopening on November 7

Hailed as being the true Queen of
Caribbean resorts, the ‘wonderful world of
Jumby’ is set in one of the most beautiful
untouched locations in the world; a private
island of simple pleasures, just two miles
off mainland Antigua..

STAY
Jumby Bay Island is a secluded, yet accessible private paradise ringed with
coral reefs and reachable only by boat, with not a car in sight. The isle
comprises three picture-perfect, white powdered beaches, countless winding
bicycle paths and lush trails to create a one-of-a-kind hideaway known, quite
simply, as the finest resort in the Caribbean. After touching down in
Antigua, guests are whisked away via a VIP fast-track transfer on a short and
scenic cruise, making it one of the most desirable and exclusive undisturbed
beach retreats in the world. Surrounded by verdant tropical foliage, Jumby
Bay Island spans 300 sheltered acres and is home to 4.5 miles of pristine
shoreline, with the main resort presiding over some of the most spectacular
and fiercely protected beaches in the Caribbean.
With just 28 refreshed Suites, our few select guests have even more space and
seclusion on the 300 acre private island. Jumby Bay also features 14 villas and
22 Private Residences to choose from where one can easily fall into the
rhythm of the island..

SAVOUR
Guests could arrive on Jumby Bay Island with simply their swimsuit in tow, and let every
care drift off with the sea breeze.
Everything is included here to afford guests the most relaxing stay, from iced refreshments at
the drop of a sunhat, to gourmet à la carte dining, varied watersports and sunset cruises,
quintessentially Caribbean rum tastings, boundless children’s activities and more.
Visitors can opt to learn the secrets behind some of Jumby Bay’s best-loved local delicacies
and how to recreate them at home – from conch ceviche and crab cakes with mango salsa to
sweet treats like raisin fudge and coconut drops – at weekly cooking classes included within
the nightly rate.
Carefree dining anywhere on island is à la carte, from the elegant Estate House to casual fare
at the Veranda on the seashore; sauntering to 1830 Bar for a traditional rum punch, or
sipping Taittinger on the terrace – each night offers a new scene. Fresh sustainable produce
is gathered from right on the island and surrounding seas, with this daily harvest servicing as
fertile inspiration for Jumby Bay’s Chef de Cuisine, Mathew Liddell, who hails from a three
Michelin star pedigree and has a deep-rooted passion for all things local.

SAVE
Jumby Bay and all its assets belong entirely to a
passionately committed group of homeowners, who ensure
the island remains an intact, peaceful hideaway. As a
result, Jumby Bay is home to one of the richest ecologies
in the world.
Immersing oneself in the natural
environment is as simple as enjoying a Nature Walk with
one of Jumby’s informative gardeners, spotting exotic
fruits, fragrant herbs and local spices along the way, while
meeting Jumby’s free-roaming ducks, Persian BlackHeaded Sheep and the odd tortoise that call the island
their home.
For younger voyagers, the Jumby Explorers Kids’ Club
offers a unique opportunity to take an active part in the
island's conservation efforts.
Little travellers can
experience a turtle nesting on Pasture Bay Beach,
participate in the release of hatchlings into the sea, and
even ‘adopt’ their own turtle.
The Jumby Bay Hawksbill Turtle Experience is an
immersive moment of reconnection with nature through
guided tours, excursions and hands-on activities. Guests
have the opportunity to learn about the native wildlife
population and enjoy its stunning natural surroundings,
and to partake in the magical nightly ‘turtle watch’ to see
turtle eggs being laid and hatching; a true once in a
lifetime experience.
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